Kamsa Inc. is an IT Staffing/Consulting Firm headquartered in Northern, Virginia. We have recently partnered with a Mobile Application Consulting Firm to serve as their direct recruiting resource for their initiatives in both the Federal (Washington DC) and Commercial (Southern California) sectors. Right now we are seeking a Mobile Applications Developer to join the team and support our partner on a number of different exciting mobile development projects.

This role is going to be a full time permanent position located in San Diego, CA. While the requirement is listed below of desired skillsets, we are looking for the right fit in a candidate. Initiative and Attitude weigh quite a bit when we are looking at candidates.

The Mobile Developer will be working with a team of developers for creating innovative and intuitive mobile apps to deliver next generation of mobile engagement solutions. The Mobile Developer is responsible for working collaboratively and closely with internal and external resources and implementing the newest frameworks in finding uncommon ways of solving problems. Responsibilities include:

- Facilitate strategy session and creative brainstorms with clients and internal teams
- Assist with defining business and functional requirements
- Collaborate with UX for product definition and use cases
- Mobile application development, testing and deployment

**Education Requirements**

- Education: B.S. in Computer Science or related discipline.

*Qualified candidates must be presently authorized to work in the United States on a full-time basis.*

**Desired Skills and Experience**

**Desired Qualifications**

- Software development experience
- Native mobile application development experience on the iOS platform
- Cross functional development with iOS and Android is a plus
- Should have published examples of mobile applications in iTunes app store
- Programming with javascript libraries like Jquery mobile, Angular JS, Kendo UI mobile, and mobile Javascript frameworks such as Jquery Mobile, Titanium, Sencha Touch, Knockoutjs, Nodejs
- Proven history of repeated delivery of innovative mobile software products
- Excellent communication skills
- Highly self-motivated problem solver who knows how to remove obstacles to get high quality, highly useful, mobile software delivered
- Experience with a variety of 3rd party SDKs, frameworks, and libraries
- Experience integrating web service APIs with mobile apps - REST, SOAP, RSS, XML, JSON
• Commitment to writing quality code through unit testing/TDD
• Proven experience in profiling, debugging, and troubleshooting crashes and memory leaks
• Proficiency with Git as a source code management tool
• Experience with Agile development methodologies
• Experience with an Agile-based work tracking system such as Atlassian Jira, Assembla, or Rally
• Strong analytical and problem solving skills
• Desire to learn new technology and use that knowledge in producing world-class mobile apps
• Android development experience

• Open Source contributions publicly viewable on GitHub or another site
• Knowledge of web development technologies - HTML5, CSS3, Javascript, jQuery, etc.
• Experience designing user interfaces for native mobile apps
• Experience with PhoneGap
• Background with iOS Core Bluetooth and Core Audio Frameworks
• Experience with SWIFT
• Ruby on Rails

**Benefits and Compensation:**

• We offer competitive salaries, and pretty open so long as we identify the right person to join the team.
• Flexible vacation and holiday policy
• Company contribution towards health benefits
• Stock options

Please Email Resumes along with contact information to dkimble@kamsainc.com